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On the General Erdos Conjecture for Perfect Systems of Dift'erence 
Sets and Embedding Partial Complete Permutations 
D. G. ROGERS 
We confirm the (general) Erdos conjecture for perfect systems of difference sets; namely 
that, for each threshold c;;;' 1, all sufficiently long finite runs of consecutive integers beginning 
with c can be partitioned into such systems. We use this result to show further that, for each 
c;;;' 1, the set of integers n with c';;; Inl < c + t admits complete permutations for all sufficiently 
large t. Consequently, if the spectra of certain kinds of constraints for complete permutations 
are not empty then they contain all sufficiently large odd positive integers. Our concern in this 
paper is only with qualitative results, and not with the question of how large is sufficiently large 
in each of these three assertions. 
1. INTRODUCTION: THREE QUESTIONS 
In this section we review the definitions of three related notions; perfect systems of 
difference sets, complete permutations and spectra of constraints for complete 
permutations. For each a similar natural question is raised. A special case (c = 1) of the 
question about perfect systems is the subject of a conjecture of P. Erdos, as reported in 
[4] where this conjecture is proved. Our purpose is to answer all three questions, at 
least asymptotically, in a series of linked theorems which we state towards the end of 
this section. Two general references for the topics considered here are [1,8]' both of 
which give many further references. 
For integers x and y with x > y ;;;;. 0, let Nx,y and N;'y be the set of integers defined by 
Nx,y = {n: y,;;;; Inl <x} 
and 
N;'y = {n: y ,;;;; n < x}. 
We also write 
Nx =Nx,o= {n: Inl <x}; 
and we refer to the set N;'y as the run of consecutive integers beginning with y of 
length x - y. 
A component A of valency S -1 is a set A = {ai: 0,;;;; i < s} of integers ai' 0,;;;; i <s, 
with 
and its difference set D(A), also said to be of valency s - 1, is then the set 
D(A) = {ai - aj : O,;;;;j <i <s}. 
Now let c and m be positive integers; let s = (S1> ... , sm) be an m-tuple of integers 
s" 1,;;;; r ,;;;; m; and write 
m 
l=! ~ s/sr -1). 
r=1 
A collection of m differences sets D(Ar), 1,;;;; r';;;; m, of valencies severally s" with 
sr;;;;' 3, is said to be a perfect system of difference sets with threshold c, profile sand 
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length I if 
m 
U D(Ar) = N-:+I,c 
r=1 
(1) 
Some examples are given in Figure 1 and the Appendix; [1] provides a comprehensive 
survey. It is natural to enquire about the connection between c and I in (1): given 
c ~ 1, for what lengths I are there perfect systems with threshol~ c? 
The concept of a complete permutation enters the discussion of perfect systems at 
several points (see [8; §1]) as well as being of interest in its own right. A permutation Jr 
of a finite subset N of the integers is complete if 
{Jr(n) - n: n EN} = N; 
and N is said to admit complete permutations if there are permutations of it which are 
complete. Thus, for c ~ 1, Nc admits complete permutations since, for example, ll'c 
given by 
ll'c(n) = {1- c - n, 
c-n, 
-c<n~O; 
1 ~n <c, 
is a complete permutation of Nc • A natural question to ask here is: given c ~ 1, for 
what I does Nc+l,c admit complete permutations? 
For complete permutations, as with other structures, there is some independent 
interest in the embedding problem, in this case that of embedding a partial complete 
permutation in a complete permutation. But, as shown in [7], this too is of some 
interest in connection with perfect systems. Suppose that u = (U1' ... ,Uk) and 
1 
6 
4 
1 3 
(i) Difference set D(A) displayed as a difference triangle 
16 
14 15 
5 6 13 10 12 
2 1 5 8 2 3 9 
(ii) c = 1, 1=6; (iii) c = 1, 1= 16; split at 7 
split at 3 
25 28 
17 24 22 26 
14 16 12 7 20 21 
13 3 9 2 5 15 
31 32 29 
4 27 9 23 10 19 
(iv) c = 1, 1=32; split at 13 
FIGURE 1. Some perfect systems displayed as difference triangles. 
11 
4 7 
6 
30 
12 18 
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v = (VI' ... ,vd are k-tuples of distinct integers in N such that v - u = (VI -
UI, ..• , Vk - ud is again a k-tuple of distinct integers in N. Then we say that p, 
defined by 
P(Ui) = Vi' 1 ~i~k, 
is a partial complete permutation of N, and that p is embedded in any complete 
permutation Jr of N such that 
Jr(Ui) = Vi 
in which case we also say that Jr satisfies the constraint u ~ v with respect to N. 
In the case where N = No we suppose further that u and v are also specified in terms 
of c: if Ui and Vi' 1 ~ i ~ k, are constants, independent of c, then u~ v is called a fixed 
constraint; and a constraint which is not fixed is called variable. The (central) spectrum 
~(u; v) of the constraint u~v is the set of integers m = 2c -1 such that there is a 
complete permutation of Nc which satisfies u ~ v; that is, the spectrum is the set of 
degrees of such permutations. The version of the embedding problem for partial 
complete permutations which interests us here is: for a given constraint u ~ v, if 
~(u; v) is not empty, how large a set is it? 
In partial answer to these questions we prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For each c ;;;.1, there is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold 
c and length I for all sufficiently large I depending on c. 
THEOREM 2. For each c ;;;.1, there is a complete permutation of Nc+l,c for all 
sufficiently large I depending on c. 
THEOREM 3. If u~v is a fixed constraint such that ~(u; v) is~Jr enf;ty, then 
~(u; v) contains all sufficiently large odd positive integers. 
We prove Theorem 1 using only perfect systems in which all the difference sets are of 
valency at most 4, and we show that the conclusion of Theorem 3 also holds for certain 
variable constraints, the sliding constrints of [8; §5]. 
In the next section we give a resume of useful results on perfect systems and a sketch 
of our proof of Theorem 1, Sections 3 and 4 being taken up with the details. In Section 
5 we turn to complete permutations and the deduction of Theorems 2 and 3. Our 
concern here, unlike that in [4,8], is only with qualitative results obtained using 
comparatively few ingredients in our constructions; that is, with showing that theorems 
such as those above can be proved. As we remark later at several points, were a wider 
range of ingredients readily available, proofs on the same lines as those we give could 
be accomplished more easily and more precisely. But the exact determination of 
exceptions seems likely to be of less general interest and, in any case, to depend on 
fairly extensive computing as in [4,8]. However, in Section 6, we return to the case 
c = 1 of Theorem 1 to give an improved version of the proof in [4] in the light of [10] 
(see also [11]). 
2. PERFECT SYSTEMS 
The Addition and Multiplication Theorems for perfect systems are stated in forms 
which emphasize the lengths of these systems and, incidentally, which therefore bring 
out the reason for these names (for the Addition Theorem, see [6; Theorems 1 and 2]; 
for the Multiplication Theorem, see [3, 5; Theorems 1 and 3, 14]). For the definition of 
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perfect systems which split, refer to [6, §2] (see also Figure 1 and the Appendix). We 
keep track of splits because this facilitates the proof of Theorem 1 (see Lemmas 2-5); 
but doing so does also give sharper results (compare [4] and Section 6). Multiplication 
depends on the profile of a perfect system, and we note this explicitly when we draw on 
multiplicative results (see Lemmas 2 and 4). 
THEOREM A (Addition Theorem). Suppose that, for i = 1 and 2, there is a perfect 
system of difference sets with threshold Ci and length Ii which splits at Zi' where C2 = ZI' 
Then there is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold CI and length 11 + 12 which 
splits at Z2' 
THEOREM B (Multiplication Theorem). Suppose that there is a perfect system of 
difference sets with threshold c and length I which splits at z. If multiplication by h, an 
odd positive integer, is possible, then there is a perfect system with threshold ch -!h +! 
and length Ih which splits at zh - !h + !. 
It is convenient to have a notation for perfect systems in which the difference sets are 
all of a few specified valencies. Let mj' 1".,;; j ".,;; k, be non-negative integers with 
k 
m= L mj' 
j=I 
An (m11 ... , mk; t11 ... , tk; c)-system is a collection of m components A" 1".,;; r"";; m, 
mj of which are of valency tj -1, l".,;;j".,;; k, the difference sets D(Ar), 1".,;; r"";; m, of 
which form a perfect system of difference sets with threshold c. With this notation we 
may restate Theorem A and B as follows: adding an (m11"" mk; t11 ... , tk; c)-
system with a split z to an (m~, ... , m~; t11 ... ,A; z)-system with a split at z' gives an 
(mi + m~, ... , mk + m~; t11 ... , tk; c)-system with a split at z', while multiplying by h 
(if possible) gives an (mlh, ... , mkh; t I , ••• , tk; ch - 2h + !)-system with a split at 
zh -!h +!. 
The proof of Theorem 1 set out in Sections 3 and 4 depends on using Theorems A 
and B in these forms to combine some special perfect systems (given in the Appendix) 
with (m; 3; c)-systems which are known from [2, 10] (compare [7; §7]). We encapsulate 
this knowledge as our Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 1. For each c ;;'1, there is an (m; 3; c)-system iffm;;. 2c -1 and 
m = {O or 1 (mod 4), c odd; (2) 
o or 3 (mod 4), c even. 
In all possible cases, there is an (m; 3; c)-system with a split at c + m. 
Indeed, as the conditions in Lemma 1 are necessary and sufficient, our task in 
proving Theorem 1 is, as it were, to fill the gaps in the possible lengths of perfect 
systems left by this lemma. We do this first by dealing with lengths 1==0 (mod 3) not 
covered by the lemma, then by finding examples of systems of length 1== 1 or 2 (mod 3) 
and, finally, by combining this information to handle all sufficiently large I. 
3. THEOREM 1 FOR L == 0 (mod 3) 
We begin this programme of filling the gaps in Lemma 1, a technical result which 
needs to be set up accordingly. Let c ;;.1, be given. Let nc be the least integer n such 
that 
5n ;;. 3(2c - 1) (3) 
On the general Erdos conjecture 
and 
n = {O (mod 2), 
1 (mod 2), 
and, with this choice of ne , write 
c == 1 or 2 (mod 4); 
c == ° or 3 (mod 4); 
Ze = H5he + 1). 
LEMMA 2. For each c ~ 1, there is an (me, he; 3,4; c)-system with a split at Ze. 
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(4) 
(5) 
PROOF. There is a (1; 4; I)-system with a split at 3 (see Figure 1 and the Appendix). 
Now for difference sets of valency 3, mUltiplying by 5 and so by he is possible (see 
[3,5; §6]; and compare [1; pp. 13 and 19]). So, in the notation of (5), there is an 
(he; 4; c + me)-system with a split at Ze. 
But, in view of (3), 
Moreover, as 
!(5n + 1) = {3 (mod 4), 
1 (mod 4), 
the choice of parity of ne in (4) ensures that 
m == {O (mod 4), 
e 3 (mod 4), 
n odd, 
n even, 
codd; 
c even. 
(6) 
So, by Lemma 1, there is an (me; 3; c)-system with a split at c + me. Adding this to the 
(he; 4; c + me)-system with a split at Ze gives an (me, he; 3,4; c)-system with a split at 
Ze' as asserted in the lemma. 0 
The system produced in Lemma 2 is of interest because Zc is odd for all c, while for 
the length Ie, say, of the system we have from (6) as 6.5n == 6 (mod 12) for all n ~ 1, 
. {6 (mod 12), 
Ie = 3me + 6he == 3 (mod 12), 
codd, (7) 
c even; 
that is, a length not covered by Lemma 1 (note (2». Having produced such a system, 
the next lemma shows that in combination with the (m; 3; zJ-systems given by Lemma 
1 we obtain many more. 
LEMMA 3. For each c ~ 1, there is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold c 
and lengths I for all sufficiently large I depending on c when 1==0 (mod 3). 
PROOF. Already, by Lemma 1, there is a perfect system with threshold c and 
length I for all sufficiently large I depending on c, when, from (2), 
1== {O or 3 (mod 12), c odd; (8) 
° or 9 (mod 12), c even. 
Again, from Lemma 1, as ze is odd, there is an (m; 3; ze)-system for all sufficiently 
large m with m == 0 or 1 (mod 4), and hence adding these to the (me, he; 3,4; c)-
systems which split at Ze obtained in Lemma 2 we have a perfect system with threshold 
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c and length I = Ie + 3m for all sufficiently large I depending on c where, in view of (7), 
1== {6 or 9 (mod 12), 
3 or 6 (mod 12), 
codd; 
c even. 
(9) 
Taking (8) and (9) together we see that we have covered all sufficiently large I with 
I==O(mod3). 0 
REMARK 1. Lemma 3 is also a direct consequence of Theorem 8 in [7] that for c ;;;.. 1 
there is an (m, 1; 3,6; c)-system for all sufficiently large m depending on c. The proof 
of this in [7] is similar to the above argument but depends on the prior knowledge of 
(2c -1, 1; 3,6; c)-systems with splits at 3c + 5. However, the method used in Section 5 
to convert perfect systems to complete permutations and so to deduce Theorems 2 and 
3 works so far as is known only with perfect systems with profiles s = (S1, ... , sm) in 
which Sj ~ 5 for 1 ~ i ~ m. 
REMARK 2. It is conjectured that there are (2c - 1; 4; c)-systems with splits at 5c - 2 
for all cases c ;;;..1, c * 2; and such sy.stems are known for infinitely many values of c 
(see [1,7]). Such systems could be used in the proof of Lemma 3 in place of those 
produced in Lemma 2, and would give sharper results on the set of exceptional lengths. 
4. THEOREM 1 FOR 1==1 AND 2 (mod 3) 
With the same conventions and notation as for Lemma 2, we have the following 
counterpart which gives, for each c;;;.. 1, a perfect system of length I with I == 1 or 
2 (mod 3). 
LEMMA 4. For each c;;;..1 and for k = 1 or 2, there is an (me + 2khe, khe; 3,5; c-
system with a split at !«12k + l)he + 1). 
PROOF. For k = 1 or 2, there is a (2k, k; 3, 5; I)-system with a split at 6k + 1 (see 
Figure 1 and the Appendix). For difference sets of valency at most 4 multiplication by 5 
and so by he is possible (see [3,5; §6] and compare [1; pp. 13 and 19]). So, in the 
notation of (5), there is an (2khe, khe; 3,5; c + me)-system with a split at !«12k + 
l)he + 1). Now, arguing as in Lemma 2, there is an (me; 3; c)-system with a split at 
c + me and hence, on addition, a system as stated in the lemma. 0 
Note that the systems obtained in Lemma 4 have lengths 
3(me + 2khe) + lOkhe == 1Ok5nc( -1)"ck (mod 3), (10) 
so that, for each c ;;;..1, we have systems of lengths 1==1 or 2 (mod 3). 
LEMMA 5. For each c ;;;"1, there is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold c 
and length I for all sufficiently large I depending on c when 1==1 or 2 (mod 3). 
PROOF. Let c' = !«12k + l)he + 1). By Lemma 3, there is a perfect system with 
threshold c' and length I' for all sufficiently large l' depending on c' and so on c when 
I' == 0 (mod 3). Adding these systems to those obtained in Lemma 4 and noting (10) 
gives the required result. 0 
REMARK 3. Again, sharper results would be obtained by replacing the (me = 
2khe, khe; 3,5; c)-systems in the proof of Lemma 5 by suitable systems having fewer 
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components of valency 4, possibly only one or two such components. However, 
systems of this sort do not seem to be readily available for all c ~ 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Taking Lemma 3 and 5 together establishes Theorem 1. 0 
REMARK 4. Note that the perfect systems of difference sets used in this proof of 
Theorem 1 have difference sets of valency at most 4. Systems with some difference sets 
of valency at least 4 are necessary to obtain Theorem 1, since restricting attention to 
those with difference sets of valency at most 3 yields only Lemma 3. Apart from the 
systems mentioned in Remark 1, there does not seem to be a large supply of known 
examples with some differences sets of valency at least 5. 
REMARK 5. It may also be worth remarking here that nothing seems to be known 
about multiplication for perfect systems with some difference sets of valency at least 5. 
Comparatively few multipliers are known for systems with some difference sets of 
valency 4, and the multiplier 5 which we use in Lemmas 2 and 4 is the only known 
small multiplier in this case (refer to [3,5]). 
5. COMPLETE PERMUTATION 
The parametric approach to complete permutations introduced in [12] and taken 
further in [9, 13, 14] provides a way of converting perfect systems of difference sets into 
complete permutations (see also [8; §4]). The following statement of this is sufficient 
for our purposes here, although more can be said. 
THEOREM C (Conversion Theorem). Suppose that there is a perfect system of 
difference sets with threshold c, profile s = (s, ... ,sm) and length l. If Sr is a prime 
power for 1 ~ r ~ m, then there is a complete permutation of Nc+l.l' 
Theorem C opens the way for the deduction of Theorems 2 and 3. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. By Remark 4, we may apply Theorem C to the perfect 
systems used in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 2 follows immediately from 
this proof. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Suppose that u~ v is a fixed constraint and ~(u; v) is not 
empty. Then for some c ~ 1 there is a complete permutation jf of Nc which satisfies 
u~v. Furthermore, by Theorem 2, if l is sufficiently large there is a complete 
permutation p of Nc+1,c' Hence a, defined on Nc+l by 
a(n) = {jf(n), 
p(n), 
is a complete permutation of Nc+l which also satisfies u~ v since this constraint is a 
fixed one. Consequently, 2c + 2l- 1 is in ~(u; v) for all sufficiently large l, and the 
theorem is proved. 0 
Now it would be most interesting to have an analogue of Theorem 3 for variable 
constraints. The remainder of this section is devoted to a result of this sort for sliding 
constraints satisfied by complete permutations with splits, both the notions of a split 
and a sliding constraint being somewhat technical although of some practical interest 
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(see (7,8]). Our starting point is the observation that, as with perfect systems of 
difference sets, some (partial) complete permutations can be pulled apart or split. 
Let Jr be a (partial) complete permutation of a finite subset N of the integers; let x be 
a non-negative integer; and let N(Jr;x) and N'(Jr;x) be the subsets of N defined by 
and 
N(Jr;x) = {n EN: IJr(n)1 <x} 
N'(Jr;x) = {n EN: IJr(n)1 ~x} = N\N(Jr;x). 
For a (partial) complete permutation Jr of N it may be that for some x 
{n EN: IJr(n) - nl < x} = (N(Jr; x) n Nx ) U (N'(Jr; x)\Nx ), (l1a) 
in which case we also have 
{n EN: IJr(n) -nl ~x} = (N(Jr;x)\Nx ) U (N'(Jr;x) nNx), (l1b) 
and conversely (l1b) implies (l1a). If (11) holds, we say that Jr has a split at x. Of 
course, this is only of interest when both N n Nx and N\Nx are not empty, in which 
case a split at x is called proper. 
So, if Jr is a (partial) complete permutation of Nc with a split at x, then for arbitrary 
non-negative integral p, Jrx,p defined on N = Nx U Nc+p,x+p by 
where 
{
n+ p , 
!x,p(n) = n, 
n-p, 
x~n<c; 
Inl~x; 
-c<n ~ -x;, 
(12a) 
(12b) 
is a (partial) complete permutation of N. For example, the complete permutation Jr of 
N4 given vectorially by 
Jr: (-3, -2, -1, 0,1, 2, 3)~ (-1, -3,2, 0, -2,3,1) (13a) 
has a split at 2 and 
Jr2,p: (-3 - p, -2 - p, -1,0, 1,2 + p, 3 + p) 
~(-1, -3-p,2+p,0, -2-p,3+p, 1) (13b) 
is a complete permutation of N2 U N4+p,2+p-
We now introduce a type of variable constraint called a sliding constraint which, as a 
partial complete permutation, splits nicely. Here we regard c as a non-negative integral 
parameter and let x be a fixed non-negative integer with x < c. We suppose that 
u = (u 1, ... , Uk) and v = (v 1, ... , v k) are k -tuples of distinct members of Nc such that 
u~ v is also a k-tuple of distinct members of Nc so that we may speak of the constraint 
u ~ v with respect to Nc ; and we suppose further that, for some i, Ui or Vi is not a 
constant independent of c, so that the constraint u~v is variable. The constraint u~v 
is then called a (c; x )-sliding constraint if for w = Ui or Vi either w is independent of c 
and Iwl <x or w = ±c + w' , where w' is independent of c and x ~ Iwl < c (note that 
this second part of the definition is always satisfied for some Ui or v;). Thus, for a 
(c ; x )-sliding constraint u ~ v with respect to No the partial complete permutation Jr of 
Nc defined by 
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has a split at x. As an example, 
(-1,0, c - 2)~ (c - 2,0, c -1) (14) 
is a (c; x) sliding constraint with respect to Nc for c - 2 ~ x > 1. 
A particularly attractive situation is when there is a complete permutation :rr of Nd 
with a split at x which satisfies a (c; x )-sliding constraint u ~ v for x = d: we then say 
that 2d - 1(2x-l) suits ~(u; v). Note that in this case 2d - 1 is in ~(u; v), and that 
:rrx,c-d satisfies u~ v with respect to Nx U Nc,c-d+x!;;; Nc for all c, c ~ d (refer to (12)). 
For example, the complete permutation :rr of N4 in (13a) which splits at 2 satisfies the 
(c; 2)-sliding constraint (14), for c = 4, so 7(3) suits the spectrum of this constraint; and 
we also see, on taking p = c - 4 in (13b), that :rr2,c-4 satisfies (14) with respect to 
NUNc,c-2. 
In circumstances such as these we obtain the following analogue of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. If u ~ v is a (c; x )-sliding constraint such that, for some d ~ 1, 
2d - 1(2x-l) suits ~(u; v), then ~(u; v) contains all sufficiently large odd positive 
integers. 
PROOF. Since 2d - 1(2x-l) suits (u; v), there is a complete permutation :rr of Nd with 
a split at x which satisfies the (c; x )-sliding constaint u ~ v for c - d. Hence :rrx,c-d 
satisfies u~ v with respect to Nx U Nc,c-d+x for all c, c ~ d. But, by Theorem 2, there is 
a complete permutation p of Nx+l,x for all sufficiently large I. So a defined on Nd+1 by 
a(n) = {:rrxin), 
p(n), 
n E Nx U Nd+l,x+l, 
n E Nx+l,x, 
(15) 
is a complete permutation of Nd +1 which satisfies the (c; x )-sliding constraint u ~ v for 
c = d + I. It follows that ~(u; v) contains 2d + 21- 1 for all sufficiently large I, which 
proves the theorem. 0 
Note that, in fact, a defined by (15) has a split at x + I and satisfies u ~ v as a 
(c, x + I)-sliding constraint for c = d + I so that 2d + 21- 1(2x+21-1) suits ~(u; v). 
As an illustration of Theorem 4, we now see that the discussion of (13) and (14) 
prior to this theorem ensures that the spectrum of the constraint (14) contains all 
sufficiently large odd positive integers. An example of practical interest in the 
construction of certain critical perfect systems of difference sets (see [7; Lemma 9]) is 
the constraint 
(-c + 3, -3,0, 2, 5)~ (0, -4, 1, -3,2), 
which is a (c; x )-sliding constraint for c - 3 ~ x > 5. Since it is found in [8; Appendix 1] 
that 23(11) suits the spectrum of this constraint, we know by Theorem 4 that the 
spectrum contains all sufficiently large odd positive integers. It is shown in [8; Theorem 
B2] that this spectrum contains all odd positive integers m with m ~ 631, and it is 
though likely that it contains all odd positive integers m with m ~ 13 (see [8] for further 
discussion and details). 
It is not clear which constraints satisfy the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4, and this 
would be worth investigating further (note, for example, [7; Lemmas 10 and 11, 8; 
(23)]). 
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6. THE ERDOS CONJECfURE: THEOREM 1 FOR C = 1 
It is shown in [4] that there is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold 1 and 
length I iff I is not in the set 
{I, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, ~4, 17,20,23, 26}, 
thereby confirming the conjecture of P. Erdos that such systems exist for all sufficiently 
large I. At this time, only a restricted version of Lemma 1 was available. The 
application of this to 9 special examples was used to settle the cases I;;. 112, the 
remaining cases being resolved by other means including computer search. 
With Lemma 1 now available, it is possible to improve this approach so that, starting 
from 5 special examples, the cases I ;;. 105 can be settled (this possibility is also noted in 
[11]). We state this result as a theorem. 
THEOREM 5. There is a perfect system of difference sets with threshold 1 and length I 
at least for I;;. 105. 
PROOF. Write 1= 12s + SI, with 0 ~ SI < 12. For each Sv 0 ~ SI < 12, Table 1 gives 
values of q, X, tv t2 and S2 such that there are: 
(i) a perfect system of difference sets with threshold 1 and length q with a split at x (for 
which refer to the Appendix); 
(ii) for t;;. t2 , a (4t + t 1; 3; x )-system (from Lemma 1); and 
(iii) for s;;. S2, a perfect system of difference sets with threshold 1 and length 
1= q + 12t + 3t l = 12s + SI (by addition of the systems from (i) and (ii». 
From Table 1 it is seen that the largest value of I not covered in this way is 
12·8+ 8 = 104, and so the theorem is proved. D 
It is possible to improve the values of S2 in Table 1 for SI = 4 or 7. For the results in 
[2,10] ensure that for m == 2 or 3 (mod 4) and m;;. 9, there are components An 
1 ~ r ~ m, such that 
m U D(Ar) = {n: 5~n ~5 + 3m}\{4+ 3m}. 
r=1 
Taking these together with A = {O, 1,4,8,8 + 3m, 10 + 3m} gives an (m, 1; 3,5; 1)-
system of length 1= 12s + SI with SI = 4 or 7 for s ;;. 3. 
It would be interesting to find other improvements, especially if they led to 
improvements in the bound in Theorem 5. 
TABLE 1 
s\ S2 q X t\ t2 
0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 6 22 9 1 4 
2 8 29 12 3 5 
3 0 0 1 1 0 
4 5 16 7 0 4 
5 8 29 12 0 6 
6 2 6 3 0 2 
7 4 16 7 3 
8 9 32 13 0 7 
9 6 3 1 
10 6 22 9 0 5 
11 8 32 3 6 
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ApPENDIX 
EXAMPLE 1. A(l; 4; I)-system of length 6 with a split at 3: 
A = {O, 1, 4, 6}. 
EXAMPLE 2. A(2, 1; 3,5; I)-system of length 16 with a split at 7: 
At = {O, 3, 12}, A2 = {O, 4, 11}, A3 = {O, 1,6, 14, 16}. 
EXAMPLE 3. A(2, 1, 1; 3,4,5; I)-system of length 22 with a split at 9; 
At = {O, I,ll}, A2 = {O, 7, 20}, 
A3 = {O, 5, 14, 22}, A4 = {O, 2, 6, 18, 21}. 
EXAMPLE 4. A(l, 1, 2; 3,4,5; I)-system of length 29 with a split at 12: 
At = {O, 5, 27}, A2 = {O, 4, 17, 28}, 
A3 = {O, 6, 8, 20, 29}, A4 = {O, 1, 16, 19, 26}. 
EXAMPLE 5. A(4, 2; 3,5; I)-system of length 32 with a split at 13: 
At = {O, 4, 31}, A2 = {O, 9, 32}, A3 = {O, 10, 29}, A4 = {O, 12, 30}, 
As = {O, 1, 14, 17, 25}, A6 = {O, 2, 7, 22, 28}. 
Examples 1, 2 and 5 are illustrated in Figure 1. All examples appear in [4]. 
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